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Constructing excellence
Horizon Construction Group has completed over £300m
of high-quality construction solutions and services since
established in 1999.
Our portfolio in construction represents extensive
relationships and projects across a broad range
of sectors: automotive, commercial, education,
healthcare and residential. Through our exceptional
team of dependable construction professionals and a
commitment to excellence, our clients’ expectations are
delivered with confidence.
With offices in Colchester (head office) and London,
employing over 50 people, we operate throughout East
Anglia, London and South East. The construction group
has been recognised with many industry accolades
and has become a leading force within its markets and
a trusted source of construction expertise. Sustained
organic growth has led to an annual turnover of circa
£25m and projects valued between £500k and £10m.

Confidence in construction

Utilising leading technologies to assist with efficiencies
and adding value to the construction management
process (includes ISO 9001, 14001 and 45001 certification),
clients benefit from transparency, collaboration and
meticulous detail in project management.
Our drive to continuously innovate and evolve leads to
supporting our clients with the latest advice and best
practices in construction methods to suit individual
projects, including the community and environment
they affect. This forward-thinking approach to our
responsibilities in construction ensures support to all
stakeholders.

Leaders in construction
With some of the best minds in UK construction,
our experience and flexibility allow us to deliver a
comprehensive range of solutions to our clients’
challenges. Our values, ethos and family-like culture are
the foundations of our service-orientated approach to
construction and to building long-lasting relationships.

We approach every construction project as an
opportunity to demonstrate our expertise and
commitment. From start to finish, we ensure projects
are successful both on and off the construction site and
without compromise on service and quality.
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